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“THE SECRET OF
CHANGE IS TO FOCUS 
ALL OF YOUR ENERGY,
NOT ON FIGHTING THE 
OLD, BUT ON BUILDING 
THE NEW”
— SOCRATES



About AGMARDT

2AGMARDT FUTURE SHAPERS

New Zealand’s primary sector is changing rapidly, so it’s 
important to know how agribusinesses can stay front and 
centre on the world stage.

At AGMARDT, we pride ourselves as ‘future shapers’ – 
helping to accelerate value creation for the food & fibre 
grower and doing our bit in securing the future of the 
sector as a whole.
 
AGMARDT was established by the Government in 1987 
with funds of $32 million which came from the wind-
up of the British, Christmas Island and New Zealand 
Phosphate Commissions.
 
As an independent, not-for-profit trust with over 30 years 
in existence and more than $87 million invested – we’re 
about supporting people and programmes with the 
potential to innovate, lead, and exploit opportunities, so 
New Zealand’s agricultural sectors continue to grow.
 
Our agricultural sectors are diverse, therefore so are our 
funding programmes:
 

Agribusiness Innovation Grants

Whether it’s to drive innovation, foster collaboration 
throughout the value chain,  pursue ‘on the edge’ 
ideas with potential to effect great transformation, or 
investigate and broaden knowledge of world class best 
practices – AGMARDT offers seed funding to businesses 

and industry groups, with the vision of enabling them 
to evaluate and develop ideas to a stage where they 
are well positioned to attract other funding for further 
development and commercialisation. Grants are always 
targeted in areas that will ultimately benefit the food and 
fibre grower.
 

Capability Development Grants

AGMARDT recognises that by supporting future leaders 
and capability programmes they are in turn supporting 
the growth and prosperity of the wider agribusiness 
sector as a whole. With focus at both an individual and a 
group level, AGMARDT offers a range of capability grants, 
of varying values and durations, that aspire to support 
individuals/groups in realising their  full potential. Be it 
in the sense of personal performance, management and 
leadership skills, or even governance – these grants cover 
a wide range of bases. They also provide opportunities for 
gaining international market experiences, with the vision 
of this inspiring and promoting transformational change 
in New Zealand value chains, as well as opportunities to 
support individuals in committing to a career within the 
Agribusiness sector of New Zealand.
 

Market Insight Grants

Designed to support businesses and industry groups in 
gaining a more in-depth understanding of their markets 
and building deeper relationships with their customers - 

be it on a national and/or international level - AGMARDT’s 
Market Insight Investments Grants range up to $400,000 
and require the recipient to provide matching cash 
funding on a dollar-for dollar basis.

Conference Grants

AGMARDT provides funding assistance to  industry groups 
and businesses to enable them secure attendance and 
participation of international keynote speakers and 
experts at New Zealand based conferences and forums, 
thus providing opportunities for New Zealand to learn 
and stay abreast of world class best practice.
 

Visiting Fellowships Grants

Knowledge shared is knowledge gained. Visiting 
Fellowships enable visits by recognised international 
experts to New Zealand to share their global expertise 
with researchers, farmers, industry groups and 
agribusinesses, usually on a specific area of strategic 
interest to agribusiness and the scientific community.



The Chairman and General Manager’s Report 2019
It is with pleasure that we share our 2019 annual report, 
highlighting our successes and demonstrating our 
enduring commitment to the development of innovation 
and capability within the New Zealand Agribusiness sector. 

Given the rapid change that is being faced by the food and 
fibre sector and the very broad range of grant applications 
received, refining our purpose statement to “accelerating 
value creation for the food and fibre grower”, was a defining 
moment in 2019 that clearly articulated the ‘why’ for 
AGMARDT Trustees. While this clarity of purpose supports 
consistent decision making, as ‘future shapers’ there is 
no limit to the transformational opportunities that the 
Trustees will consider within the agricultural, horticultural 
and forestry sectors for the benefit of all New Zealand.

Financial Performance
For the year ended 30 June 2019, the AGMARDT Trust 
Fund returned a below benchmark performance. The fund 
returned 4.0% for the financial year against a benchmark 
return of 6.4%. At 30 June 2019, the Trust Fund stood at 
$88.3million, down from $91.7million at the start of the 
year. On a positive note, the AGMARDT Trust Fund remains 
well ahead of the Real Capital level of $64million and 
above the upper Investment Reserve level of $80.0million.

The AGMARDT Trust Fund long term strategic asset 
allocation is 60% growth and 40% defensive assets. The 
current portfolio is positioned defensively relative to the 
longer-term allocation objective at 57% growth and 43% 
defensive assets. Investment returns are expected to 
remain challenging in the short to medium term and the 

Board will continue to review the strategic asset allocation 
periodically throughout the year to manage and optimise 
investment returns. 

However, given the surplus of funds above the Investment 
Reserve level (original capital plus CPI), Trustees have 
committed to maintaining a consistent level of grant 
investments, budgeting grants of $4.0million for the year 
ending June 2020.

Operations
Enhancements of the AGMARDT website continued 
this year with the intent to provide for a more enriched 
customer experience throughout the website and grant 
application portal, plus providing a dedicated site to share 
AGMARDT success stories. Completion of this project, 
including the new look and feel of the website, is expected 
next year.          

Because of the quality of the grant applications, the overall 
grant funding was significantly less for the 2018/19 year at 
$3.1million compared to what was a record 2017/18 year 
at $4.7million. Funding approvals reduced from 108 in 
2017/18 to 94 for the year to June 2019.

A continued strategic focus on innovation and capability 
development is represented by 43% of total grant 
allocations being applied to Agribusiness Innovation 
grants, and 26% to people capability development and 
conference support. A number of very successful grants 
are highlighted in this report. 

Agribusiness Innovation Grants: 
Designed to encourage and support innovation and 
research within the agribusiness value chain,  Agribusiness 
Innovation grants are a significant contributor to 
transformational change within the food and fibre sector. 

Highlights included, supporting an Agrifood leaders tour 
to the Netherlands - enabling key industry leaders the 
opportunity to engage with the Dutch innovation ecosystem 
and apply learnings directly to their own businesses; 
researching biological control agents for control of Psa in 
kiwifruit; and the development of Onside technology to 
assist with our biosecurity challenges. 

Market Insight Grants:
Understanding our customers and designing products and 
services that they want is the focus of Market Insight grants. 

Highlights for 2019 included: Assisting Beef and Lamb 
NZ launch the Taste Pure Nature brand pilot in California; 
supporting the early stage growth of Agritech NZ and to 
build opportunities across the New Zealand and global 
agritech sectors; and supporting an accelerate programme 
in China through Primary Collaboration New Zealand, 
focusing on understanding the digital and e-commerce 
market platforms.

Capability Development Grants:
Supporting individuals and groups to grow their leadership 
potential through domestic and international training 
programmes is considered fundamental to maintaining 
and growing a world leading New Zealand agribusiness 
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Tony Egan
Chair

Malcolm Nitschke
General Manager

sector. This is achieved through Leadership and Executive 
Management scholarships and partnering with many 
providers within New Zealand such as AWDT, NZ Young 
Farmers, NZIPIM, Kellogg and Nuffield and Young 
Horticulturist of the Year to name but a few.

A very successful collaboration with AbacusBio resulted in 
the development of an International Internship Programme, 
with Jack Keys of FARMAX being the inaugural recipient, a 
programme that will be repeated in 2019/20. Other highlights 
included supporting NZ Merino to take a group of forward-
thinking wool growers to Stanford University; sponsoring 
the very successful Pasture Summit conferences that 
focused on sustainable pasture fed dairying; a collaboration 
with MPI to establish the Primary Industries Good Employer 
of the Year awards; and hosting the AGMARDT Breakfast at 
the FMG Young Farmer of the Year with an outstanding line 
up of speakers.

AGMARDT Accelerator Loans:
AGMARDT Accelerator loans were designed to support NZ 
Agribusinesses that may require short term capital to further 
enhance projects that are close to commercialisation, 
are not eligible for grant funding and are unable to attract 
commercial or bank funding to progress. 

AGMARDT provided two loans in 2018/19 totalling $490,000, 
each interest free and repayable over 3 years.

The Future
Establishing a cohesive vision for the NZ food and fibre 
sector by the Primary Sector Council should provide a 

galvanizing move to industry and sector collaboration. Pan 
sector collaboration towards a shared vision is required to 
face the challenges bestowed on the food and fibre sector 
today and as an independent agent, AGMARDT is prepared 
to be a conduit to help foster the required change. 

Our relationship with the food and fibre sector has grown 
in strength and AGMARDT is recognised as a brand partner 
that adds significant value through early stage investment. 
However, finding our niche in an ever-changing funding 
environment is a constant challenge. Thought leadership, 
significant strategic partnerships and income and 
capital growth through equity and intellectual property 
investments are all considerations that will be on the table 
for our strategic review in 2020.

Governance
In August 2018, Barry Brook resigned from the Board after 
eight years of dedicated service to AGMARDT. His broad 
range of governance and primary industry experience was 
invaluable, and resulted in an outstanding contribution to 
the strategic direction of AGMARDT. Justine Gilliland was 
appointed in October 2018, to fill the Trustee vacancy. Next 
year will be significant in terms of governance for AGMARDT, 
with a further two Trustees due to retire during the 2019/20 
year. 

AGMARDT was one of the first organisations in New Zealand 
to establish an Associate Trustee position. The idea was 
to provide an emerging leader with the opportunity to 
experience governance in action and participate at the 
Board table. The fifth appointee to this role was Justine 

Gilliland, a short-lived experience having been appointed 
by the Minister to the vacant AGMARDT Trustee position. 
Following an extended vacancy period, the Trustees 
appointed Liam O’Sullivan as the new Associate Trustee 
for an 18-month term beginning July 2019. 

Finally, we would like to thank all Trustees and staff for 
their commitment and valued contributions over the past 
year, and their genuine desire to help transform the New 
Zealand food and fibre sector to meet the opportunities 
of tomorrow.
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Our Trustees

Tony Egan
Chair

It’s been a privilege to sit alongside 
the AGMARDT Team for the past six 
years. Their passion for innovation and 
thought leadership is infectious - it turns 
challenges into victories. As I prepare to 
pass the baton on, I will savour those 
memories and the ongoing role this 
organisation has for the greater good 
of our primary industries. These ‘Future 
Shapers’ have helped shape me!   

Sarah von Dadelszen 
Trustee

I am coming up to six years as an AGMARDT 
Trustee. It has been a privilege seeing the 
innovative ideas coming through. We 
haven’t seen any one game changing 
idea, but hundreds of still substantive 
and smaller ones that together make a 
significant difference to New Zealand’s 
primary sector. Seeing the excellent work 
of the providers we support, who help 
individuals and groups develop their 
talents to help lead our industry into an 
ever-changing future, has also been very 
rewarding. 

Justine Gilliland
Trustee

Being involved in AGMARDT is a true 
privilege and a pleasure. Innovation, market 
insight and leadership development for  
our food and fibre sector is critical, and 
knowing AGMARDT is playing a significant 
part in this is hugely rewarding. What’s 
most important of course is that the people 
and enterprises we support continue 
to take those risks and make those 
investments in time, thinking, innovation 
and development, all of which will help the 
food and fibre sector continue to evolve - 
providing prosperity and sustainability for 
our country as a result.

Richard Green 
Trustee

Demand for New Zealand’s food and fibre 
products and specifications is changing 
rapidly as a new generation of consumers 
has started making their buying decisions 
around their personal beliefs. This could 
be from buying low emissions food, plant 
based food products or even glyphosate 
free products. NZ farmers and the whole 
value chains have never had to be as 
adaptive and nimble to respond to these 
high value customers. AGMARDT is the 
perfect partner for companies, industries 
and individuals looking to innovate. 
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The figures above include grants awarded.  Any adjustments to the grants will not be reflected in the above table

Grants Approved 2019 2018 2017 2016

Agribusiness Innovation Grants $1,337,135 $2,251,233 $1,251,127 $2,218,447

Postdoctoral Fellowships $610,000 $610,000 $570,000 $665,000

Visiting Fellowships Grants $18,000 $0 $0 $0

Market Insight Grants $342,768 $894,132 $800,176 $666,227

Conference Grants $209,144 $161,772 $193,786 $163,090

Capability Development Grants $595,547 $836,119 $1,160,386 $281,152

Total Grants Approved $3,112,594 $4,753,256 $3,975,475 $3,993,916

Grants segmented by impact on the 
agribusiness value chain

Grants at a Glance

Summary of 
approved grants 2019

Concept/Design/R&D

64%

Agribusiness Innovation 
Grants

Capability Development 
Grants

Market Insight Grants

Conference Grants

43%

19%

7%

11%

Postdoctoral Fellowships

20%

10%

11%

7%
8%

End Consumer/Customer 
Servi & Support

Marketing & Sales

Operations/Processing/
Manufacture

Procurement/Production/
Raw Materials
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Programmes
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This project allowed a diverse group of NZ agri-food 
sector leaders to connect directly with leaders in the 
Dutch agri-food innovation ecosystem. Through meeting 
with entrepreneurs, businesses, regulators, researchers, 
incubators and social influencers the delegation learned 
how the Dutch ecosystem is responding to common 
challenges and opportunities around innovation, 
sustainability and circularity – and how these approaches 
may inform New Zealand’s approach to these issues.

The delegation was comprised of twenty-one individuals 
representing key industry sectors, support agencies, 
research, education and regulation. Delegates were 
primarily at CEO or Board level and were personally 
invited based on their specific areas of interest, 
recognised commitment to sustainability and innovation 
as well as their pan-industry networks and influence.

Agribusiness Innovation Grants

“AGMARDT support was critical in enabling the delegation to curate several specific 
engagements where deep, personal discussions were possible and where genuine 
reciprocity of learning was possible for both hosts and guests.”   
Roger Bourne, General Manager – Customer and Brand, Plant & Food Research

Over five intensive days, the group made 15 separate 
appointments across the Dutch ecosystem. Between 
visits, the delegation spent substantial time in discussion 
and reflection regarding how their own businesses 
were growing, innovating and facing challenges. There 
was also in depth korero amongst the group on their 
perspectives of strengths and opportunities for NZ Inc. in 
agri-food innovation.

Through this project, delegates gained extensive insight 
into and understanding of how the Dutch innovation 
ecosystem is recognising and addressing issues such 
as circularity, green protein, SDGs, pre-competitive R&D 
collaboration. All members of the travelling group have 
expressed the view that they have been able to directly 
apply their learnings to current business initiatives/
strategy.

Plant & Food Research - Netherlands NZ Agrifood leaders tour
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While extensive management strategies have been put 
in place by the New Zealand kiwifruit industry to control 
bacterial canker, caused by Pseudomonas syringae 
pv. actinidiae (Psa), control options remain limited. A 
new biological control agent (BCA) that mitigates the 
symptoms of Psa has recently been developed by The 
New Zealand Institute for Plant and Food Research 
Limited, with support from Zespri/KVH, AgResearch and 
UPL (formerly Etec Crop Solutions Ltd). Copper-based 
products are the most commonly used agrichemical to 
protect kiwifruit vines from Psa infection; though the new 
BCA has shown some tolerance, it is generally sensitive 
to copper-based agrichemicals. Therefore, it would be 
advantageous for kiwifruit growers that the new BCA be 
compatible with copper.

 “AGMARDT’s support has enabled us to progress to the next stage in the development 
of a copper-tolerant strain of the BCA, and the Agribusiness Innovation Grant has been 
instrumental in enabling us to conduct the research needed to further evolve the 
biological control agent. AGMARDT’s support has allowed us to pursue the development 
of this innovative product.” 
Pia A. Rheinländer (PhD), Plant and Food Research, Auckland

AGMARDT funding has allowed further development 
of the new BCA to tolerate field rates of copper. Using 
non-GMO techniques, Plant & Food have successfully 
de-sensitised new strains of the BCA to high field dosage 
rates of copper-based agrichemicals while preserving 
its efficacy against Psa. As an outcome of their research, 
they anticipate that growers in the future will be able 
to mix the modified copper-tolerant BCA with copper-
based agrichemicals, thereby providing a cost-effective 
combination of a biological and chemical remedy for 
improved control of Psa. The copper-tolerant BCA could 
also be applied alternating with copper-based products, 
allowing growers to reduce the use of this heavy metal. 

Plant & Food Research - Development of a copper-tolerant biological control agent for control of Psa 

Scanning electron micrograph showing cells of the biological 
control agent (black arrows) embedded in grains of the 
formulation agent (white arrows). 

Image of a copper-tolerant strain of the biological control agent 
growing on a growth medium enriched with copper
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Biosecurity is one of the greatest challenges facing 
New Zealand’s primary sector. Increased global trade, 
tourism and the impact of climate change mean that 
the operating environment is constantly changing. 
Every incursion brings with it significant compounding 
cost, the impact of which reaches beyond the affected 
sector to the wider economy, and to New Zealand’s 
reputation globally. As a geographically isolated nation, 
New Zealand is uniquely placed to establish a reputation 
for biosecurity excellence.  Being ‘biosecure’ could add 
billions of dollars to the value of our exports. 

There are approximately 300,000 rural properties in New 
Zealand which are linked by an estimated 100,000,000 
annual connections (movements from property to 
property). The connections lead to the construction 
of a giant interconnected network, and while this 
connectedness has improved business efficiency - disease 
too, has a more effective mechanism through which to 
spread. 

“AGMARDT has provided the support needed to prioritise complex R&D and accelerate 
the scaling of our technology to a commercial level. This has allowed the OnSide team to 
push the boundaries and work with some of the world’s leading network scientists. We 
appreciate the support 
Ryan Higgs, CEO, Onside Limited

Onside Intelligence leverages an understanding of the 
rural network, along with bleeding-edge science to 
provide capability that is essential to effective disease 
containment and eradication. These capabilities include: 
• Optimal monitoring - Identify properties to constantly 

monitor for potential incursions
• Optimal response - React to the detection of disease, 

directing resources to optimise containment
• Infection prediction - Predict properties most likely to 

be infected during an outbreak
• Source detection - Trace back to where an incursion 

most likely began

Using network science to direct response, the amount 
of testing required is typically 80% less than tracing 
techniques which dramatically reduces cost and increases 
speed. Onside is currently working with partners to test 
the technology on real incursions. 

Onside - OnSide Intelligence 
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This project aimed to develop a novel biological control 
for the tomato-potato psyllid (TPP), and reduce the 
significant losses caused by this sap-sucking, disease-
transmitting insect in New Zealand glasshouses. This new 
approach should limit pesticide use, thereby protecting 
the environment and growers, and helping the industry 
attain its goal of increased productivity while minimising 
pesticide use.

Postdoc, Shola Olaniyan, supervised by Professor Steve 
Wratten, conducted experiments on caged tomato plants to 
evaluate four natural enemies (“good bugs”) that kill TPP. The 
most effective was an introduced parasitic wasp Tamarixia 

“AGMARDT funding has brought us a step 
closer to reducing pesticide use against 
tomato-potato psyllid in glasshouses 
and helped to strengthen links between 
science and industry. The Trust’s positive 
and prompt response when we sought 
changes to our original proposal for 
improved effectiveness is commendable”.
Steve Wratten (Distinguished Professor of Ecology, BPRC, 

Lincoln University) & Shola Olaniyan (Post-doctoral fellow, 

BPRC, Lincoln University).

Bio-Protection Research Centre, Lincoln University - Novel biological approach to combat a new glasshouse pest 

triozae, females of which eat young TPP nymphs and lay 
eggs in older ones. The egg hatches into a larva, which feeds 
inside the nymph and kills it. The larva moults into an adult 
that chews its way out of the dead nymph. Nectar from 
buckwheat flowers increased the longevity of Tamarixia, 
and they produced a pamphlet for growers describing how 
to use this wasp for TPP biocontrol in glasshouses.  

The project featured in Episode 10 of Rural Delivery on 
TVNZ1 and enabled them to establish strong links with 
industry partners, Tomatoes NZ and Vegetables NZ 
that funded travel to researcher-grower workshops and 
glasshouse visits. This partnership led to the first ever 

PhD award by Tomatoes NZ of NZ$148,000 for further 
TPP biocontrol research at Lincoln University. The PhD 
candidate, Emiliano Veronesi met with the Board of 
Tomatoes NZ and visited commercial glasshouses in 
Christchurch and Auckland to improve his understanding 
of the problem. He has begun work on a predatory 
bug with potential for managing TPP and greenhouse 
whitefly in tomato and possibly, potato crops, and he will 
investigate possible synergies between Tamarixia and 
other species of good bugs with added floral resources for 
better TPP control. 

Adult female Tamarixia triozae (Our most effective good bug). Workshop session on TPP bio-control in Clevedon, Auckland with 
tomato growers and industry partners.  
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The objective of this project was to design and construct a 
small plant to explore the efficient production of natural-
oils-made-into-ozonides that could be substituted for 
some antibiotic applications.

These ozonides are analgesic, antimicrobial and healing 
products which are suitable for organic farming, and 
applied topically.

The molecule can be sized to suit the pore diameter 
of the membrane it is to be applied to, and the charge 
varied to speed up transfer or penetrate more deeply. 
The charge can be adjusted to kill both gram-positive 
and gram-negative bacteria. They can be characterised to 
release over an 8 to 12-hour period per application. They 
can be sticky and waterproof, or rapidly absorbed with 
little or no residue.  They kill MRSA bacteria and also act 
as viricides and fungicides. 

Published research is showing that no milk or meat 
with-holding period is required for treatments done with 
ozonides.

“An AGMARDT Agribusiness Innovation Grant enabled/challenged us to design, build, 
test and gain insight/feed-back on the design of the reactor system”.    
Garth Lovatt, Clean Water Technologies Ltd

‘Kipnis’ article in Scientific American, August 2018, 
“The Seventh Sense”, showed the recently discovered 
relationship/connection, between the immune system 
and the brain/cardiovascular system. Garth says, “this 
should cause an upswell in NZ Farming research to 
produce products and protocols incorporating this 
knowledge”.

He also commented that Ozonides do not contribute to 
the build-up of micropollutants (residues of antibiotics, 
contraceptive drugs, weed killers and pesticides) in our 
soils, aquifers and water ways, that are causing alarming 
changes in the fish populations in some European 
rivers (only female fish, no males and chlorination is 
not capable of removing the micropollutants, only 
ozone used with advanced oxidation techniques are 
successfully removing them).

Clean Water Technologies Ltd - Ozonide development for veterinary antibiotic substitution
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CONFERENCE SUPPORT
AGMARDT provides travel assistance for international keynote speakers and experts to come to New Zealand to 
speak at conferences and forums to enhance stakeholder understanding of issues impacting upon the agribusiness 
sector. The aim of these visits is to transfer knowledge and international expertise to conference participants to 
create value in their operations in producing, manufacturing and/or marketing of agri-food and fibre products.

During 2018/19 financial year AGMARDT provided assistance to 24 industry groups and other organisations to the  
value of $209,144.

VISITING FELLOWSHIPS
Visiting Fellowships enable visits by recognised international experts to New Zealand to share their global expertise 
with researchers, farmers, industry groups and agribusinesses.  Visiting Fellows usually come to New Zealand for 
two to three short visits over 12 to 18 months to look at a specific area of strategic interest to agribusiness and the 
scientific community.

This year one visiting fellowship was granted to Plant & Food Research Ltd, to bring Professor Arthur Villordon to NZ 
from Louisiana State University over two trips.  Professor Villordon will speak on the International perspective on 
sweet potato production.  

Plant & Food Research identified Professor Villordon as a passionate high energy sweet potato expert and his 
interaction with industry, iwi and Plant and Food Research have the potential to catalyse a shift in industry trajectory. 
His international perspective on sweet potato production will provide insight into the world’s best supply chains, 
products, technologies, and business models. Plant & Food Research believe that this will increase the speed of 
innovation in kumara production for NZ. 

POST-DOCTORAL FELLOWSHIPS
Post-Doctoral Fellowships build research capabilities within New Zealand’s science community in new and expanding 
areas of research within the agricultural, horticultural and forestry sectors. 

Post-Doctoral fellowships were awarded to:
• Dr Bryony Dignam from AgResesarch 
 Topic: Soil organic matter quality and immune response
• Dr Patrice Rosengrave from AgResearch
 Topic: Trojan female pest control: the development of a novel technique for clover root weevil pest control
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“Having AGMARDT’s support as part 
of this project has meant we could 
do it quickly, but also do it right and 
give this pilot the maximum chance of 
success. We’ve had a hugely positive 
response to the campaign - from farmers, 
meat companies, retailers, and the 
Government - which has opened doors, 
led to opportunities to collaborate, and 
meant we are now looking to launch 
Taste Pure Nature campaign in other 
regions.”  
Hugh Good, Global Market Intelligence and Research Manager, 

Beef+Lamb NZ

Building on the segmentation work that AGMARDT part 
funded in 2017/18, Beef and Lamb NZ has moved forward 
with the next stage of its Launch of the Taste Pure Nature 
brand, as a pilot in California. To ensure the maximum 
effectiveness of the campaign, they undertook a programme 
of ethnographic, qualitative and quantitative research to 
understand their target market, followed by designing and 
testing advertising to engage them effectively.
 
The ethnographic phase allowed them to identify further 
segments within their Conscious Foodie segment (which 
is focused on the health credentials of grass-fed meat, and 
believe it offers a superior taste and eating experience) and 
align these with the right content and tone of messaging to 
ensure effectiveness of any future campaign.  The outputs 
helped create the initial creative ideas and direction, which 
were tested in two rounds of advertising testing within small 
group discussion, and a final quantitative testing phase.
 
The initial campaign results have exceeded expectations 
– over 18 million impressions on the first run of digital 
advertising, over a million views of the video, and just under 
a quarter of the segment consumers in California were 
aware, when prompted, of the Taste Pure Nature campaign.

B+LNZ - Understanding the Californian Conscious Foodie 

Market Insight Grants
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Agritech New Zealand was established in May 2018 with 
a view to connecting everyone and everything in New 
Zealand’s agritech ecosystem. Their mission was to create 
a collaborative framework in which industry, government, 
research and investment organisations could work together 
to build and scale the sector, both at home and offshore.

As an organisation that relies primarily on memberships 
for its funding, they approached AGMARDT in late 2018 with 
a request for support (and some co-funding) to assist the 

Agritech New Zealand - Supporting the development of Agritech New Zealand

“Without doubt, AGMARDT’s very real support at the early stage of our development has helped accelerate that process and 
delivered meaningful outcomes. Ongoing discussions with a range of domestic and international partners are designed to support 
and further scale the emerging opportunities for New Zealand’s agritech sector.”  
Peter Wren-Hilton, Executive Director, Agritech New Zealand

development of Agritech New Zealand. This involved co-
funding a series of roadshow workshops in New Zealand 
so they could meet and engage with representatives from 
the wider agritech ecosystem; the co-funding of offshore 
missions to Silicon Valley (Forbes Live 2019), Australia 
(evokeAG 2019) & Ireland (Irish Plough 2019).

The outcome of AGMARDT’s engagement and co-funding 
has seen Agritech New Zealand’s membership grow to 
almost 100 entities from across all stakeholder groups, the 

launch of the NZ Agritech Story with NZTE, the emergence 
of a connected (venture) capital fund in New Zealand, 
global partnerships with Farm2050 & Western Growers and 
more collaboration with Australia’s agritech sector. Over 
the past six months, the New Zealand all of government 
agritech taskforce has been working with Agritech New 
Zealand to develop a series of new initiatives and actions 
to support the growth and scaling of the sector.

New Zealand delegation attending the Forbes Live conference in Northern California in June 2019.New Zealand delegation who attended the evokeAG conference in February 2019. 
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“PCNZ is very grateful for AGMARDT’s 
continuing interest in New Zealand 
primary producers efforts in the export 
sector, and especially this programme in 
China.”  
David Boyle, CEO, Primary Collaboration NZ

“I found the programme really beneficial 
connecting with other companies at 
different stages of their China journey. 
The course allowed a lot of opportunity 
for peer learning which was great. I 
really enjoyed the consumer shopping 
demonstrations (both online and in-
store) – it was fascinating to see how 
consumers think, and the level of 
research that goes into some purchases.”   
Rachel Kennedy

In May 2018, Primary Collaboration NZ (PCNZ) hosted 
staff from their New Zealand shareholder companies, for 
the annual PCNZ Accelerate programme, in China. The 
immersion programme ran over five days and was hosted 
in Shanghai and Beijing. This year’s programme, focused 
on Digital Marketing in China - an increasingly important 
topic for New Zealand primary producers who are 
grappling with the wide variety and complexity of China’s 
promotional channels. AGMARDT’s sponsorship covered 
flights and accommodation of the Shareholder delegates 
who flew up from New Zealand.

PCNZ’s shareholder businesses included KONO, Mr Apple, 
Sealord, Silver Fern Farms, Villa Maria, and there were 
further representatives from NZ King Salmon, which is a 
member company of PCNZ. NZTE collaborates closely 
with PCNZ in the design of the programme. Over the five 
days, the delegates were treated to a packed itinerary of 
speakers, presentations, store visits, and digital media 
agency visits, which were aimed at growing understanding 
of the key platforms that Chinese consumers follow, when 
sourcing information about their intended purchases. 

The key themes of the week were;

1. The crowded digital landscape. Monthly Active 
Users (MAU) of WeChat have surpassed 1 billion, 
and there are over 12 million official WeChat 
accounts. How to stand out?

2. Creating stickiness with Consumers: Creating 
entertaining, educational and engaging content.  

3. Digital agencies: Invest a good digital agency / 
have an appropriate marketing budget allocated.  
Look for digital agencies that understand your 
brand and are also across emerging trends.

Primary Collaboration New Zealand - Digital and E-commerce Insights – China
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The International Internship Program provides 
opportunities for young New Zealanders in the early 
stages of their agribusiness career to gain international 
experience. AGMARDT, working with AbacusBio, 
sponsors the internship. AbacusBio, as an international 
agribusiness consultancy, operates the program. The 
focus is on mentoring the intern.  The intern’s salary 
and any additional living expenses are funded by their 
employer. The Internship provides funding for travel.  

Jack Keeys of Farmax in Hamilton was the first recipient, 
and he spent six weeks in the AbacusBio Dunedin 
office and then around 12 weeks based in AbacusBio’s 
Edinburgh office.

The intern works on projects of relevance to their employer 
while being mentored by AbacusBio consultants. The first 
part of the internship in Dunedin takes a more general 
approach, with workshops and general guidance on 

Capability Development Grants

projects. Their project focus in Edinburgh is intended to 
be more on Horizon 3 (longer-term) projects of potential 
interest to their employer. The intent is to enable the 
intern to think about new opportunities and assist their 
employer in positioning their company for the future.

The Edinburgh placement allows interns to network on 
a much broader scale, taking advantage of AbacusBio’s 
links. Capitalising on this opportunity, Jack Keeys 
attended the Alltech ONE19 conference in the US, and 
the UCD Future of Food Course in Dublin. 

From the AbacusBio perspective, the value lies in 
expanding our networks and the mentoring arrangement 
enables us to consider issues from a different perspective. 
The profile that Jack Keeys & AbacusBio generated has 
led to enquiries from other companies for the 2019/20 
program.  

AbacusBio Limited - Extending Boundaries - International Internship Program

“In the science community, internships 
across organisations are relatively 
common and of huge value for both the 
interns and the organisations involved, 
but we noticed they were not very 
common in the business community.  
This internship programme allows us to 
extend this rewarding experience to early 
career agriculturalists, extending their 
boundaries and networks.”  
Anna Campbell, Managing Director, AbacusBio Limited  
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The AGMARDT/AbacusBio International placement award 
was one of those rare experiences that genuinely deserves 
the title ‘once in a lifetime’. My Dunedin placement 
included excellent workshops in business analysis and 
presentation; an expanded professional network around 
New Zealand; and direct access to the substantial human 
capital within the talented AbacusBio team.

My Edinburgh placement provided a platform to accelerate 
Farmax Ltd growth in the UK market by over 100%, while 
attending international seminars and expanding my 
professional network throughout the UK and Ireland.   In 
addition to this were the three extraordinary international 
events. 

Firstly, the Alltech One19 conference and Presidents 
Club, an event with over 3000 attendees representing 70+ 
countries, providing the opportunity to network and learn 

2018/19 Recipient - Jack Keeys 

“The funding and leadership from AGMARDT in financially supporting this initiative 
was the foundation to all of these opportunities. This was the platform to leverage 
and build momentum in support with AbacusBio to achieve absolutely invaluable 
experiences”  
Jack Keeys

from CEO’s and business leaders representing some of 
the largest agriculture organisations in the world. 

Secondly, was the Future of Food MBA course at 
University College Dublin, working alongside Executive 
MBA students from global Universities such as Yale, 
Berkley and Fudan to analyse eight Harvard business 
case studies, accompanied with daily guest presentations 
and tours of innovative start-ups, business leaders and 
top Irish food companies.   

Thirdly, was the 29th IFAMA conference and case 
competition hosted in Hangzhou, China.  Expanding my 
professional network yet even further and an opportunity 
to represent the first ever New Zealand team to achieve a 
place in the grand final of the world competition. 

The business skills, international connections and 
confidence I have developed through this initiative have 
accelerated my career development and ability to deliver 
value back to the New Zealand primary industries.
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The NZ Merino Company - NZM Production Science Grower Group | Future of Farming 

The New Zealand Merino Company (NZM) is the world’s largest supplier 
of ethically sourced wool. Through marketing and innovation, NZM 
has transformed the fine wool industry, shifting it from price taking 
to market shaping. A key enabler of this has been the investment in 
development and capability of the NZM team and wider wool industry.

In 2018, with the support of AGMARDT, NZM took the Production 
Science Grower Group - a group of influential, forward thinking wool 
growers - along with NZM’s Area Managers, to Stanford University in 
the USA. There they learnt about the ‘Future of Farming’ from Stanford 
faculty, and engaged with the global brands that use their fibre.

The group heard from Stanford faculty and experts on topics such 
as circular economy, consumer centric design and value chain 
innovation. They also heard about disruption, and why in today’s 
fast-moving digital world, disruption is the new normal. Proactively 
responding to the challenges of disruption is critical to future proofing 
the wool industry and it is essential that the evolving needs of supply 
chain partners, global brands and end users are translated into on-
farm actions.

They engaged with NZM’s brand partners and gained an understanding 
of the complexity of the issues they face, especially around animal 
welfare and sustainability, and how the way we farm is an important 
part of the solution. 

The group also learnt the fundamentals of design thinking, developing 
skills around communication, and using empathy to better understand 
key issues and develop alternative plans of action for the challenges in 
the wool industry and wider primary sector. 

“We would like to acknowledge AGMARDT for their support. It has allowed the 
group to access insights, collaborative opportunities and learning experiences 
beyond what they could have accessed individually.” 
Caroline Nicol, The NZ Merino Company Limited
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The Student Veterinary Business Society (SVBS) aims 
to transform the attitude of student vets from one of 
just treating animals through to providing world class 
veterinary services. Starting from an understanding of best 
practice business, New Zealand Agribusiness is the all-
important customer focus. 

The SVBS is a new Society on the Palmerston North Massey 
University Campus, and as such has had a steep learning 
curve.  Chantelle’s objective was to develop a stronger 
relationship with the American equivalent of SVBS so 
they can harness their resources and knowledge base. 
She also wanted to gather information about how they 
structure their clubs to make theirs more efficient, and 
gain inspiration for event ideas. 
 

Chantelle Wallbridge - Student Veterinary Business Society - Attendance at American Vet 
Business Training Conference

“The reality is that without AGMARDT 
funding for me this overseas opportunity 
could not have been realised.”  
Chantelle Wallbridge

The provision of AGMARDT funding made a critical difference 
to Chantelle attending the 2019 American Vet Business 
Training Conference and being able to bring back to NZ, the 
distilled essence of world class expertise. The structure of the 
NZ BVSC (Vet) course demands observer postings in what 
would otherwise be vacation time, therefore minimising the 
opportunities of vacation employment to assist with costs.  

During the conference Chantelle networked with many 
of the American Executive National board, and as a result 
they have offered to share any resources they have. She 
also managed to network with a lot of world class speakers 
and sponsors of the conference. Some of these were very 
interested in possibly coming to NZ or doing some webinars. 
This is a huge breakthrough for the club, as getting world 
class speakers will allow us to grow in our knowledgebase.

Chantelle can now put in place changes that will develop 
the Student Veterinary Business Society and see it evolve 
into a stronger club with greater depth. The Student 
Veterinary Business Society’s development gained from this 
conference will directly empower and equip its current vet 
students to be better and more knowledgeable business 
managers. This will flow on to higher quality vet services for 
the wider agribusiness community.
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Pasture Summit Conferences – Growing Dairy’s Future

Pasture Summit events were held for farmers, by farmers 
who believe dairy farming can and should be profitable 
and rewarding, and that our pasture-fed products are best 
for the consumer and environment.  

Nearly 900 local and international delegates flocked to the 
inaugural Pasture Summit conference, held in Hamilton 
and Ashburton in late November 2018.  The joint initiative 
between New Zealand and Irish dairy farmers set out to 
motivate farmers and promote robust discussion about 
growing the opportunities from profitable and sustainable 
pasture fed dairying.  

A line up of more than 20 international sector experts, dairy 
farmers and innovators shared a common message: lifting 
pasture utilisation should be the focus for farmers looking 
to build and maintain a resilient profitable dairy business. 

Key Themes at the conference included the following:
• A strong financial understanding and tight rein on 

costs is imperative. 
• There are real opportunities for young farmers to grow 

their capability and their wealth in farming and the 
future pathways are more diverse than ever.

• Farmers, scientists and extension specialists from New 
Zealand, Ireland, UK and other countries with pasture 
fed dairying have potential to collaborate much more, 
to greatly benefit their dairy farm communities.

“The conference wouldn’t have been possible without the support of our sponsors. 
AGMARDT came on board right from the beginning as a Gold sponsor of Pasture 
Summit and was a valued supporter and contributor to our inaugural event. Pasture 
Summit is very grateful to AGMARDT for their generous support.”  
Anne Bird, Pasture Summit
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MPI - Primary Industries Good Employer Awards 2018

The 2018 Primary Industry Good Employer Awards was a 
collaboration between Ministry of Primary Industries (MPI) 
& AGMARDT. The awards were launched to recognise and 
celebrate primary sector employers who are demonstrating 
outstanding employment practices; change perceptions 
about employers in the primary sector; and encourage 
all primary industry employers to provide excellent 
employment conditions. 

43 nominations for five categories were received from 
industries across New Zealand. The shortlisted nominees 
were invited to celebrate their achievements at an awards 
ceremony held at Parliament on 28 November 2018. 

The 2019 winners:
Innovative Employment Practices Award -  
Ben and Nicky Allomes, Hopelands Dairies Ltd 

Employee Development Award - Kevin and Kylie 
Ihaka, Forest Protection Services 

Safe and Healthy Work Environment Award - 
Michelle Cherrington, Moana New Zealand

Māori Agribusiness Award – Richard Wyeth, Miraka

Minister’s Award - Ben and Nicky Allomes, 
Hopelands Dairies Ltd 

Ministers and AGMARDT’s Chairperson with Winners

Chairperson of AGMARDT Tony Egan, (left), 
Nicky and Ben Allomes and Nicholas Bailey 

“There are a lot of great employers in the primary 
industries and it’s important we acknowledge 
those that go above and beyond. It was pleasing to 
see employers in the dairy, seafood, forestry and 
horticulture industries recognised on the night.  
Thanks to AGMARDT we were able to launch an 
initiative that is making a positive contribution to 
work conditions in the primary industries.”   
Thea Wallace, Manager, Skills & Regulatory Stewardship Policy, MPI
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AGMARDT Leadership Scholarships

“The AGMARDT scholarship has enabled 
me to fast-track my governance and 
leadership skills, networks and confidence, 
and will allow me to add value and 
diversity to primary sector governance.”

“I will utilise my AGMARDT scholarship 
to complete professional development 
with the Institute of Directors as well as 
developing my understanding of Maori 
culture.”  

Jan Early
Jan has experience in governing a 
range of businesses across different 
industries including Agriculture, 
Health, Building, Tourism and Event 
Management.  Currently, she is a 
Director of the Barrhill Chertsey 

Irrigation Company in Mid-Canterbury and chairs their own 
farming business’ Advisory Board.  

Due to the AGMARDT’s leadership scholarship Jan has been 
able to complete the residential IoD Company Director’s 
course and be accepted to the Agri-Women’s Development 
Trust (AWDT) Escalator programme. The AGMARDT 
Scholarship and the resulting professional development 
has led to her being accepted to the IoD Mentoring for 
Diversity programme which provides mentoring from an 
NZX listed companies Director.  

Jan is working on identifying a further governance or 
leadership role that achieves her goal of making a difference 
in shaping a sustainable and profitable future for New 
Zealand agriculture.

Helen Andrews
A pork and beef farmer from South 
Canterbury, and in the first year of a 
three-year term as a farmer elected 
Director of the NZ Pork Industry 
Board. Helen’s leadership ambitions 
are to have the greatest possible 

impact within her sector and beyond, by complimenting her 
practical and business skills with a deeper understanding 
of governance. She is passionate about the next generation 
and creating clear pathways for the bright minds to enter 
the primary sector, so that together we can successfully 
navigate the challenges that producing food will face in the 
next decade and beyond. 
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“The main aim is to learn deliverables 
skills I can directly apply in my role at 
Agricom.”

Laura Keenan
Laura is based in the Manawatu as 
an Agronomist for Agricom where 
she gets to deliver market leading 
forages to New Zealand farmers 
through the retail network.  She 

has a huge passion for the technical element of agronomy 
and farm systems analysis, that many farmers across the 
regions of NZ require assistance with. 

With the AGMARDT Leadership Scholarship, she is looking 
to develop her governance skills by completing an Agri-
Women’s Development Trust Escalator Programme.  

“I am extremely grateful to AGMARDT for 
their Leadership Scholarship, helping me 
develop the skills needed to lead core 
strategic programmes for the grape and 
wine industry, as we adapt to a changing 
climate.”

“I really appreciate the opportunity 
AGMARDT has given me to develop and 
strengthen my skills and knowledge. It 
has enabled me to really think about 
the big picture and I hope to make a 
real impact in an industry that I’m so 
passionate about.”

Tracy Benge
A Chartered Accountant with a 
business degree and a background 
in financial services in London 
and Wellington. Tracy’s passion for 
the wine industry saw her change 

careers in 2001 studying grape-growing and winemaking at 
EIT.   Tracy moved to Marlborough in 2018 to establish NZ’s 
first grape and wine research institute. Thriving on making 
a difference, Tracy is currently leading a Climate Change 
Adaptation research programme, as well as developing NZ’s 
first national research winery in Marlborough.
 
Tracy received the AGMARDT leadership scholarship in 
2019 and has used this to undertake the Agri-Women’s 
Development Trust (AWDT) Leadership and Governance 
programme, ‘Escalator’, for women in primary industries.

Matt Kibble
Growing up on a Dairy Farm 
in Waikato, Matt has kept this 
background and passion close in 
developing his career. He spent 
the first seven years of his career 

working at KPMG, where he completed his Chartered 
Accountancy. Matt is currently the General Manager of 
Finance at Anexa Vet Services in the Waikato, with a focus on 
industry advancements through Vet services and research 
provided through Anexa and Cognosco. Matt was awarded 
the AGMARDT Leadership Development Scholarship for 
his career development to attend the EY Darden Executive 
Programme, through the University of Virginia. This 
focussed on Strategy, Leadership, Global Economics & 
Finance and Entrepreneurship & Innovation. Matt is keen 
to grow on these learnings and continue developing a 
career in strategic leadership in the Agricultural industry.
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AGMARDT Agribusiness Breakfast

AGMARDT hosted the Agribusiness Breakfast at Mission 
Estate Winery in Napier during the FMG Young Farmer of 
the Year competition.  Guest speakers included the current 
Chair of the Primary Sector Council, Lain Jager, Ryan Higgs 
the CEO and founder of OnSide Limited and Dylan Barrett, 
Director of Eastpak. 

The AGMARDT Agribusiness breakfast was a sell-out event 
with 130 keen Young Farmers, Alumni & many local and 
national business leaders.  The aim was to bring delegates 
together to hear from thought provoking and interesting 
speakers, and to provide an opportunity to network with 
other individuals in the primary sector. The audience 
was captivated and engaged throughout the two-hour 
breakfast. 

The theme of this year’s breakfast was to provide 
inspiration, to demonstrate how innovation and different 
thinking is critical to providing opportunities for the future, 
and to reinforce the message that we must start taking 
action now to achieve that future state. It was a great 
opportunity to share the vision for the primary sector with 
those who will be a significant part of it’s future.
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Dylan Barrett
Dylan is a Director and Registered Valuer specialising in 
Commercial, Industrial and Horticultural property, as well 
having direct ties with the kiwifruit industry and as a grower.  
Dylan is a past recipient of the AGMARDT Leadership 
Scholarship and holds a wide variety of leadership roles 
within organisations across different sectors. 

Dylan talked about how he made deliberate decisions to 
achieve personal goals. He gave insight into his time in the 
Kellogg project, which was funded for him by AGMARDT, 
and how he found it very rewarding having AGMARDT 
directors as his mentors, keeping him on track with six 
monthly reviews.

Ryan Higgs 
Ryan, originally from the Waikato has a background in 
farming and science. He attended Massey University 
before heading to Cornell University in New York, where 
he completed a Masters and PhD in animal science and 
mathematical modelling. On return to NZ he worked at 
Synlait Farms as Innovation Manager and also managed 
the operations of 4000 cows. Ryan is now a Co-founder 
and the CEO of OnSide, and has led the company for the 
past three years. 

Ryan Higgs spoke about the future of Agriculture and 
connectivity; he also described the one degree of 
separation in rural NZ, how this directly affects our 
individual reputation as leaders and the importance of 
this.

Lain Jager
Lain is best known for his time with the hugely successful 
kiwifruit marketer Zespri, where he was CEO from 2008 
to 2017.  During his tenure as CEO, Zespri grew strongly 
through the impact and recovery from the bacterial 
vine disease Psa.  Today, Lain is involved in a range of 
investment projects in Tourism and Agribusiness, serves 
as a Director on several Boards, acts as a strategic advisor 
to a small number of companies, and is Chairman of the 
Primary Sector Council.  

Lain Jager touched on farmer opinions and public alike and 
how the statistics and facts don’t sway emotional views.  
The attendees loved the thought provoking questions 
around the future of New Zealand’s Agricultural sector 
which then created an enthusiastic panel discussion.
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Young Viticulturist of the Year Competition 2019

The Young Viticulturist of the Year is an important initiative 
which helps grow the future leaders of the New Zealand 
wine industry, as well as create a strong Viti community.  
The programme begins with the Education Roadshow in 
May, which tours the country so young viticulturalists can 
increase their knowledge and skills prior to the six regional 
competitions. 

This year the national finalists had three weeks to research 
and submit an AGMARDT report prior to the national 
final, as well as present it to a panel of judges during the 
main day of the competition.  The task was to create a 
biosecurity plan for their vineyard, an important focus for 
the NZ wine industry.  

The winner and 2019 NZ Young Viticulturist of the Year 
is Simon Gourley from Domaine Thomson, Central 
Otago.  The AGMARDT grant also provided a $5,000 travel 
scholarship for the national winner.  This is a wonderful 
opportunity for them to visit an international winemaking 
region and learn about other varieties, challenges and 
vineyard techniques which they can use to improve or 
protect the quality of New Zealand vineyards.  

2018 Young Viticulturist of the Year, Annabel Bulk used her 
travel scholarship to increase her knowledge by visiting 
organic and biodynamic vineyards around Australia.  

“Thank you to AGMARDT for giving me the ability to 
travel through some of Australia’s best wine regions. 
My travel gave me a wider understanding of organic 
growing in viticulture and the opportunity to share 
my newly gained knowledge with my workplace, my 
region and the New Zealand industry.“
Annabel Bulk

 “AGMARDT’s support for Young Viticulturist of the Year is hugely appreciated and introducing the AGMARDT report stretches the finalists 
even further, benefiting both the individual and the wine industry as a whole.”    
Nicky Grandorge, National Co-Ordinator, Young Viticulturist of the Year 
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Royal NZ Institute of Horticulture Education Trust – 2018 Young Horticulturist of the Year

AGMARDT Market Innovation Project
AGMARDT sponsors the AGMARDT Market Innovation 
Project, which is an integral, compulsory activity within 
the Young Horticulturist of the Year competition. It 
requires the finalists to research and write a business and 
marketing plan for a new and innovative horticultural 
product or concept. The challenge is designed to stretch 
contestants’ abilities to come up with future thinking ideas 
that add value to the industry.  The finalists complete the 
projects in their own time, over an eight-week period.  
They then present their project to a panel of judges during 
the competition grand final.

The 2018 AGMARDT Market Innovation Project winner was 
Danni van der Heijden for her satellite imagery project to 
improve crop estimation in the avocado industry.

The Young Horticulturalist of the year is a national competition for people under the age of 30 employed in the horticulture industry, and has an important role in developing future young 
leaders across the spectrum of the horticultural sectors involved.

AGMARDT would also like to congratulate 2nd place winner 
Annabel Bulk, for her project The Elbow-Ace and 3rd place 
winner Gracce Stewart for her project - Wrap It.

2018 Young Horticulturist of the Year
The Young Horticulturist of the year Competition has 
an important role in developing future young leaders 
across the spectrum of the horticultural sectors involved.  
The 2018 Young Horticulturist of the year winner was 
Annabel Bulk from Felton Road Wines, Central Otago.  
Annabel also won the 2018 Young Viticulturist of the year, 
representing NZ Wine.
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“The Young Horticulturalist competition 
exists because it believes in ‘helping 
to seed the future now’. Through this 
competition we aim to attract the best 
people from across all horticultural 
industries to engage and invest in this 
event. AGMARDT is one of these leaders 
who supports this event as a partnering 
sponsor. Having a market leader in 
innovation such as AGMARDT ensures 
the competition stays innovative and 
constantly evolving. 
 
The RNZIH Education Trust is most 
appreciative of the support from AGMARDT 
and the opportunities this provides for 
the finalist in the Young Horticulturalist 
competition.”
Elle Anderson, Chair, RNZIH Education Trust



Fund Management
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AGMARDT’s Trust Fund maintained positive performance for 
the financial year ending June 2019. The Fund returned 4.0% 
for the financial year, against a benchmark performance 
of 6.4% over the same period. The Fund underperformed 
against the strategic benchmark over the year, during 
a period where the absolute performance of markets 
contrasted with a challenging period for active managers 
across the global and asset class spectrum.

Global growth has continued to ease, with that in advanced 
economies slowing from rates that were generally well 
above potential in 2017 and 2018.  

The AGMARDT Trust funds totalled $88.3 million as at 30 
June 2019, down from $91.5 million at the end of June 
2018.  As illustrated in the chart, the Trust Fund remains well 
ahead of the Real Capital Level of $64 million (2018: $62.9 
million) and above the Upper Investment Reserve level of 
$80 million (2018: 78.6 million).

The growth in the New Zealand economy continued to 
moderate throughout the financial year, in response to 
the impact on exports of the softening in global growth, 
lower immigration and tepid wage growth. However, strong 
employment growth, low interest rates and government 
spending are expected to provide support. Economic 
growth was 2.5% in the year to the end of March 2019 - the 
same as the previous quarter but much lower than the rate 
over the past five years. Inflation remains low at 1.7% over 
the year to June.  Consumer confidence has fallen over the 
first half of 2019, but business confidence firmed modestly 
and investment intentions, capacity utilisation and profit 
expectations improved.  Meanwhile, export expectations fell 
and employment intentions turned to negative.  The labour 
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market remains very strong with the unemployment rate 
holding near 4% in the March quarter.

The Reserve Bank reduced the official cash rate by 25 bps to 
1.5% in May, citing this was necessary due to the subdued 
outlook for inflation and employment and given uncertainly 
about the global economic outlook.  The Bank also noted 

domestic growth slowed from the second half of 2018, 
noting that reduced population growth through lower net 
immigration and continuing house price softness have 
tempered growth in household spending.  Ongoing low 
business sentiment, tighter profit margins, and competition 
for resources has restrained investment.

Funds Performance for the year ending 30 June 2019
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Asset Allocation as at June 2019
Long-Term

Asset Allocation(%)
Strategic 

Asset Allocation (%)
Actual Allocation (%)

Growth Assets

• Global equities 30 25 26.9

• New Zealand equities 10 8 8.0

• Property 10 8 9.1

• Growth Alternatives 10 14 12.8

60 55 56.8

Defensive Assets

• International fixed interest 25 21 21.1

• New Zealand fixed interest & cash 10 14 12.8

• Defensive alternative assets 5 10 9.2

40 45 43.2

AGMARDT’s investment managers at the end of the year were JANA Investment Advisers, ANZ, Nikko Asset Management, Bentham Asset Management and 
Morrison & Co. BNZ provide a currency hedging overlay for a proportion of the foreign currency exposure.

Note: Proportion of foreign currency exposures are hedged.

Investment Strategy  

The Trustees undertook a review of the medium-term 
Strategic Asset allocation over the year with the following 
changes subsequently agreed and implemented:
• Inception of an allocation to Emerging Market Equities 

within the Global Equities allocation given the 
potential for higher economic growth from this area of 
the market.

• A shift in duration of the Fixed Income allocation to 
shorter dated issues to reflect the interest rate risk 
associated with longer dated issues in the current low 
yield environment.

• An increase in allocation to Alternative asset classes 
(specifically Credit and Infrastructure) to reflect the 
more attractive opportunity set compared with the 
traditional Fixed Income market.

Additionally, during November and December, the JANA 
Australian Property Trust was closed. As a result, AGMARDT 
fully redeemed from the JANA Australian Property Trust 
and allocated the funds to the JANA Global Property Trust. 

In order to preserve the current value of the portfolio for 
the uncertainties in the market and maintain its capacity to 
donate, the Trust remains well diversified but positioned 
conservatively in the medium term. The current portfolio is 
positioned defensively relative to the longer-term Strategic 
Asset Allocation (LTAA), which was agreed to in 2012, to be 
invested in 60% growth assets and 40% defensive assets.
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Fund Management

Grants approved for the year ending 30 June 2019

Biobrew Limited: Effects of Biobrew Ltd technology in a 
murine model
A19001: $20,000

Agri Concepts Limited: ESL Sheep Milk drinking yogurt
A19002: $20,000

Quin Environmentals (NZ) Limited: Robotic ammonia 
detection on pastures
A19003: $19,950

Telegraph Hill: NZ olive oil Japan export feasibility study
A19004: $19,500

Lanaco Limited: Investigations & demo of wool-filters in 
medical & surgical
A19005: $15,000

OnSide Limited: OnSide Intelligence
A19006: $30,000

NZ Truffle Association (NZTA): Effectiveness of truffle spore 
traps to improve production
A19007: $20,000

Veterinary Enterprises Group Limited: Improving cow and 
calf welfare in the first week of life
A19008: $95,000

Massey University & Riddet Institute: Hybrid Meats
A19009: $99,000

Torere Macadamias Limited: International Macadamia 
Research Symposium - China
A19010: $19,977

AGRIBUSINESS INNOVATION GRANTS

Nelson Orchards Remote Nitrogen Sensing Group: 
Hyperspectral nutrient imaging of orchards
A19011: $12,710

Bonnie Goods: Bonnie Oat Milk Project
A19012: $22,664

GrassCo Limited: Using deep learning to predict pasture 
quality
A19013: $19,550

The NZ Merino Trading Limited: Develop an organic wool 
fibre medium for mussel spat
A19014: $18,200

Lavoro Farms Limited: Alternative marketing channels for 
NZ grown & farmed pork
A19015: $20,000

Wood Processors and Manufacturers Association: The NZ 
Wood Design Guides
A19016: $110,000

BCC Limited: AgTech Hackathon
A19017: $10,000

Avocado Harvest & Postharvest Management Group: 
Feasibility of early harvest and onshore fruit storage
A19018: $49,250

Vine Life Limited: Proof of concept for non-destructive 
disease detection
A19019: $19,500

The NZ Institute for Plant & Food Research Limited: 
Netherlands NZ Agrifood leaders tour
A19020: $17,500

Stakeholders In Methyl Bromide Reduction Inc. Stimbr: 
Joule heating project to de-risk pilot plant development 
A19021: $200,000

Vetlife Limited: Developing effective on-farm analgesia for 
calf dis-budding
A19022: $19,900

Brome Grass Biocontrol Group: Feasibility for biological 
control of bromus grass species
A19023: $20,000

Grounded: Validation of lysimeter system 
A19024: $15,100

Lincoln University: Lucerne physiology and modelling 
workshop
A19025: $16,000

Hawke’s Bay Meat Company (HBMC): New Pet Brand Co
A19026: $100,000

Harvester Technologies Limited: Machine learning for tree 
level irrigation in horticulture 
A19027: $20,000

Mainland Kiwifruit Entity: Enhancing the storageability of 
Nelson Gold Kiwifruit
A19028: $50,000

University of Auckland: Bioinformatics for facial eczema 
mitigation
A19029: $19,600

Waimea Nurseries Limited: Micropropagation of difficult to 
grow apple rootstocks
A19030 $18,000
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The NZ Institute for Plant & Food Research Limited: 
Professor Arthur Villordon
V19001: $18,000

AGRIBUSINESS INNOVATION GRANTS

VISITING FELLOWSHIP

POSTDOCTORAL FELLOWSHIPS

Vetlife Limited: Validation of a new diagnostic test for 
Johne’s disease
A19031: $63,434

Ministry for Primary Industries: Te Hono KPMG Value 
Programme
A19032: $57,500

Blinc Innovation Limited: Farm Systems Innovation: Heavy 
soil winter dairying
A19033: $60,000

Primary ITO: Future Thinking Agribusiness Programme
A19034: $19,800

AgResearch Limited: Dr Nikola Palevich
P17001: $95,000
3rd year extension 

Lincoln University: Dr Gong Hua
P17002: $95,000
3rd year extension

AgResearch Limited: Dr Bryony Dignam
P19001: $210,000
Title: Soil organic matter quality and immune response

AgResearch Limited: Dr Patrice Rosengrave
P19002: $210,000
Title: Trojan female pest control: the development of a novel 
technique for clover root weevil pest control

Farmshed Labs: Process driven entry into northern 
hemisphere confinement dairy
M19001: $35,000

Beef + Lamb New Zealand Limited: New Zealand Public 
reputation & consumer research brief for the red meat 
sector 
M19002: $90,000

Beef + Lamb New Zealand Limited: Determining 
environmental footprint associated with New Zealand
M19003: $42,000

Agritech New Zealand: Supporting the development of 
Agritech New Zealand
M19004: $43,500

Beef + Lamb New Zealand Limited: Understanding the 
Californian Conscious Foodie
M19005: $100,000

Wakatu Incorporation: Te Tauihu Indigenous Organisms 
Project - Delegation to Peru
M19006: $32,268

MARKET INSIGHT GRANTS 
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CONFERENCE GRANTS

NZ Grassland Association: NZ Grassland Conference
Simon Upton, Parliamentary Commissioner for the Environment
C19001: $4,025

New Zealand Avocado: NZ Avocado International Industry 
Conference 2018
Mr Loren Zhao
C19002: $6,000

NZ Guild of Agricultural Journalists and Communicators: 
Celebrating 60 Years - NZ Guild of Agricultural Journalists and 
Communicators
Anna Jones
C19003: $6,000

Olives NZ Incorporated: Olives New Zealand 2018 Conference
Esteban Santipolio
C19004: $4,000

NZ Society of Soil Science: NZ Society of Soil Science 
Conference
Professor Andrew L. Waterhouse
C19005: $4,800

Event-It: Australasian Dairy Science Symposium 2018
Brendan Horan, Catherine Stanton, Dr David Barber, Dr Harry 
Clark, Dr John Roache, Dr Keith Pembleton, Dr Nigel Bell & 
Graeme Att
C19006: $7,500

Rezare Systems Limited: Ag Innovations Bootcamp
Sponsorship
C19007: $3,000

Massey University - Fertilizer & Lime Research Centre: 32nd 
Annual FLRC Workshop
Dr Jenny Deakin
C19008: $3,450

The NZ Institute Plant & Food Research Limited: EU Progress 
from Integrate
Professor Claudio Ioriatti
C19009: $5,000

National Federation of Young Farmers: Grow your Mind - Food 
trends and Innovation
Julia Jones, Craig Piggot, Jesse Logan, Peter Randup, Tracey 
Sheehy, Blair Smith, Sarah Hindle, Gerard Vaughan
C19010: $20,000

Apiculture NZ Incorporated: Apiculture NZ National Conference 
2019
Dr Juliana Rangel & Samuel Ramsey Ph.D
C19011: $19,260

CEDA: NZ AgriFood Week 2019
Rob Ward
C19012: $7,000

Dairy Women's Network: DWN19 Invest in You
Sue Stockdale
C19013 $6,325

National Federation of Young Farmers: AGMARDT Breakfast
FMG Young Farmer of the Year
C19014: $10,000

NZ Microbiological Society: NZ Microbiological Society 
Conference 2019
Frank Takken
C19015: $5,000

Foundation for Arable Research: Research leading change
Professor Fiona Burnett
C19016: $7,000

Inta-Ag Limited: Growing in a Climate of Change
Christy Hoepting, Dr John Keer & Howard Hinds
C19017: $10,000

Boma New Zealand: Grow 2019: Boma NZ Agri Summit
Raymond McCauley, Zenia Tata, Cherrie Atilano, Amy Keller,  
Tim Cannon, David Davies & Abi Ramanan
C19018: $10,000

Te Hono: Te Hono Volume to Value Forum
Larry Keeley, Zenia Tata & Andrew Morlet
C19019: $25,000

Organic Winegrowers NZ: Organic & Biodynamic  
Grape-growing Conference
Dr Georg Meissner - Alois Lageder Wines, Geisenheim Institute & 
Sebastian Tramon Sustainability Manager Emiliana Vineyard
C19020: $5,000

Scion: Oceania Ecosystem Services Forum
Dr Anne D Guerry, Dr Ken Bagstad & Dr Robert Deal
C19021: $12,718

LandWISE Incorporated: Rethinking Best Practice
Brad Bernhard & Frank Forcella
C19022: $5,000

Conferenz: Primary Industries New Zealand Summit and 
Awards
Mr Hans Jöhr
C19023: $11,286

NZ Plant Protection Society Incorporated: NZ Plant  
Protection Symposium
Dr Niklaus Grundwald & Dr Richard Cobb
C19024: $11,780
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Marcus Bousfield: Institute of Director Company Directors 
Course
L19001: $5,000

Couper & Couper Limited: Marketing a grass fed premium for 
NZ dairy exports
L19002: $15,000

St Paul’s Collegiate School: Continuation of strategic 
partnership
L19003: $69,000

NZ Institute of Primary Industry Management Incorporated: 
NZIPIM’s Leadership Development Forum
L19004: $19,500

HATA - Horticulture Agriculture Teachers Association: 
Horticulture Agriculture Teachers Association Conference
L19005: $15,000

Robert Waddell & Betta Bees Research Limited: Instrumental 
Insemination/Breeding Programme W/ Susan Cobey (USA)
L19006: $10,000

Chantelle Wallbridge: Student Veterinary Business Society - 
Attendance at American Vet Business Training Conference
L19007: $3,660

Stuart Fraser: Institute of Directors - Director Development
L19008: $4,250

Young Viticulturist of the Year: Young Viticulturist of the Year 
Competition 2019
L19009: $13,800

NZ Institute of Agricultural & Horticultural Science: AGMARDT 
Technology Transfer Award
L19010: $1,150

CAPABILITY DEVELOPMENT GRANTS EXECUTIVE LEADERSHIP SCHOLARSHIPS

LEADERSHIP SCHOLARSHIPS

LOANS

Sarah von Dadelszen: Executive Leadership Scholarship 
Awarded 
E19001: $25,000

Jan Early: AGMARDT Leadership Scholarship
S19001:$11,000

Helen Andrews: AGMARDT Leadership Scholarship
S19002:$14,140

Tracy Benge: AGMARDT Leadership Scholarship
S19003:$15,000

Matt Kibble: AGMARDT Leadership Scholarship
S19004:$15,000

Laura Keenan: AGMARDT Leadership Scholarship
S19005:$15,000

Syndex Limited
F19001
 
OnSide Limited
F19002

National Federation of Young Farmers Clubs Incorporated: NZ 
Young Farmers Board Development & Training
L19011: $51,750

National Federation of Young Farmers Clubs Incorporated: 
National Committee 2019
L19012: $69,000

AGMARDT Associate Trustee: Liam O’Sullivan
L19013: $27,900

Emma Boase: International Food Marketing Research 
Symposium
L19014: $2,150

NZ Apples and Pears Incorporated: Horticulture Innovation 
Program
L19015: $100,000

3Sixty2 - Alice Jean Rule: Kellogg Rural Leadership Programme
L19016: $3,000

Samantha Tennent: The IFAJ Alltech Young Leaders Program
L19017: $1,750

Deer Industry New Zealand: Future Leaders Innovation 
Workshop
L19018: $15,000

Ministry for Primary Industries: Emerging Leaders Scholarship 
2019
L19019: $22,896

AbacusBio Limited: Extending Boundaries - International 
Internship Program 2019
L19020: $50,600
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STATEMENT OF RESPONSIBILITY
Agricultural and Marketing Research and Development Trust
For the year ended 30 June 2019

The Trustees of the Agricultural and Marketing Research and Development Trust (the Trust) accept responsibility for 
the preparation of the Summary Financial Statements and the judgments made in them.

The Trustees of the Trust have the responsibility for establishing, and maintaining a  system of internal control 
designed to provide reasonable assurance as to the integrity and reliability of financial reporting.

In the Trustee’s opinion, these Summary Financial Statements fairly reflect the financial position and operations of 
the Trust for the year ended 30 June 2019.

For and on behalf of the Trust

R Green
Current Chair
Dated: 31 October 2019

S von Dadelszen
Trustee
Dated: 31 October 2019
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SUMMARY STATEMENT OF COMPREHENSIVE REVENUE AND EXPENSE
Agricultural and Marketing Research and Development Trust
For the year ended 30 June 2019

2019 
$

2018
$

Income
Interest Income 9,854 6,766
Portfolio Income 3,159,828 7,865,617
Investment Fee Rebates 48,892 49,908
Total Income 3,218,574 7,922,290

Expenses
Other Expenses 220,657 259,797
Personnel Costs 230,714 263,761
Trustees' Remuneration 74,760 77,760
Auditors Remuneration 22,131 22,990
Auditor Disbursements 1,150 -
Depreciation 1,497 2,209
Investment Advice and Management 126,254 133,166
Rent Expense 11,677 11,357
Total Expenses 688,840 771,041

Surplus (Deficit) of Income over Expenditure before Allocation of Grants 2,529,734 7,151,249

Net Grants allocated this Year 
Grants made this Year 3,112,594 4,753,256
Grants Amendments (371,684) (217,399) 

Total Net grants allocated this year 2,740,909 4,535,857

Net Surplus (Deficit) for the year (211,175) 2,615,392
Total Comprehensive Income for the Year (211,175) 2,615,392
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SUMMARY STATEMENT OF CHANGES IN EQUITY 
Agricultural and Marketing Research and Development Trust
For the year ended 30 June 2019

2019
$ 

2018
$

Statement of Changes in Equity

Opening Equity
Capital 32,000,000 32,000,000

Transfers to Capital Maintenance Fund 30,924,539 29,994,620

Transfers to Accumulated Income 25,198,172 23,512,699

Total Opening Equity 88,122,711 85,507,319

Comprehensive Income
Transfers to Capital Maintenance Fund 1,069,717 929,919

Transfers to Accumulated Income (1,280,892) 1,685,473

Total Comprehensive Income (211,175) 2,615,392

Closing Equity
Capital 32,000,000 32,000,000

Capital Maintenance Fund 31,994,256 30,924,539

Accumulated Income 23,917,280 25,198,172

Total Closing Equity 87,911,536 88,122,711
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SUMMARY STATEMENT OF FINANCIAL POSITION 
Agricultural and Marketing Research and Development Trust
As at 30 June 2019

2019 
$

2018
$

Trust Funds

Capital 32,000,000 32,000,000
Capital Maintenance Fund 31,994,256 30,924,539
Total Capital 63,994,256 62,924,539

Revenue Reserves
Accumulated Income 23,917,280 25,198,172
Total Revenue Reserves 23,917,280 25,198,172

Total Trust Funds 87,911,536 88,122,711

Assets
Current Assets
Cash and Bank 1,130,887 1,295,464
Trade and Other Receivables 85,186 19,311
Term Deposit 2,000,000 -
Investments 3,042,628 3,599,793
Total Current Assets 6,258,701 4,914,568

Non-Current Assets
Investments 85,215,043 88,122,037
Trade and other receivables 400,000 22,208
Property, Plant and Equipment 2,144 3,640
Total Non-Current Assets 85,617,187 88,147,886
Total Assets 91,875,888 93,062,453

2019 
$

2018
$

Liabilities

Current Liabilities
Provision for Grants (current) 2,626,928 3,096,198
Trade and Other Payables 609,041 862,681
Employee Entitlements 38,674 66,002
Total Current Liabilities 3,274,642 4,024,880

Non-Current Liabilities
Provision for Grants (Non-current) 689,710 914,862
Total Non-Current Liabilities 689,710 914,862

Total Liabilities 3,964,352 4,939,742

Net Assets 87,911,536 88,122,711
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SUMMARY STATEMENT OF CASH FLOWS 
Agricultural and Marketing Research and Development Trust
For the year ended 30 June 2019

2019 
$

2018
$

Statement of Cash Flows

Cash Flows from Operating Activities

Cash was provided from:
Interest Income 9,854 6,765
Investment Rebate 48,892 49,908
Total Cash provided: 58,746 56,673

Cash was applied to:
Payments to Suppliers and Employees 974,187 660,257
Payments for Grants 3,435,331 3,904,976
Total Cash Applied: 4,409,518 4,565,233

Total Cash Flows from Operating Activities (4,350,772) (4,508,560)

Cash Flows from Investing Activities
Cash was provided from
Foreign Exchange Gain Realised 67,046 -
Maturity and Sale of Investments 8,644,730 16,855,141
Loans Repaid 22,208 350,006
Total Cash Provided 8,733,984 17,205,147

2019
$

2018
$

Cash was applied to:
Foreign Exchange Loss - 1,065,276
Purchase of Investments 4,087,789 11,141,624
Purchase of Fixed Assets - 2,286
Loan Advances 460,000 -
Total Cash Applied 4,547,789 12,209,186

Total Cash Flows from Investing Activities 4,186,195 4,995,961

Net Increase (Decrease) in Cash and Cash 
Equivalents (164,577) 487,401

Cash and cash equivalents at beginning of year
Cash at bank 1,295,464 808,063
Total Cash and cash equivalents at beginning of 
year 1,295,464 808,063

Closing Cash Balance 1,130,887 1,295,464
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SUMMARY STATEMENT OF ACCOUNTING POLICIES 
Agricultural and Marketing Research and Development Trust
For the year ended 30 June 2019

The Agricultural and Marketing Research and Development Trust was established 
by a Deed of Trust dated 20 October 1987 and the financial statements have been 
prepared pursuant to Clause 17 of the said Deed and the Public Finance Act 1989.

1. Statement of Accounting Policies

Reporting Entity
The Trust has designated itself as a public benefit entity (PBE) for financial reporting 
purposes.

The financial statements for the Trust are for the year ended 30 June 2019, and were 
approved by the Trustees on 31 October 2019.

2. Basis of Preparation
The financial statements have been prepared on a going concern basis, and the 
accounting policies have been applied consistently throughout the period.

Statement of Compliance
The financial statements of the Trust have been prepared in accordance with the 
requirements of the Crown Entities Act 2004, which includes the requirement to 
comply with New Zealand generally accepted accounting practice (NZ GAAP).

These full financial statements have been prepared in accordance with Tier 2 PBE 
“Reduced Disclosure Reporting” Accounting Standards. Expenses do not exceed $30 
million and the entity is not publicly accountable. 

The summary financial statements comply with PBE FRS-43 Summary Financial 
Statements.

These full financial statements comply with PBE accounting standards. 

Measurement Base
The financial statements have been prepared on a historical cost basis, except for the 
measurement of equity investments and derivative financial instruments at fair value.

Presentation currency and rounding 
The financial statements are presented in New Zealand dollars, to the nearest dollar.
 
Full Financial Statements
This summary has been extracted from the full financial statements that received an 
unqualified audit opinion.

This summary cannot be expected to provide a complete understanding of the Trust’s 
financial performance and position as the complete financial statements. 

A copy of the full audited financial statements for the Trust are available from the 
Trust’s Wellington Office on page 46 or visit www.agmardt.org.nz
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INDEPENDENT AUDITOR’S REPORT

To the readers of Agricultural and Marketing Research and Development Trust’s 
summary of the annual report for the year ended 30 June 2019 

The summary of the annual report was derived from the annual report of the Agricultural 
and Marketing Research and Development Trust (the Trust) for the year ended 30 June 2019.

The summary of the annual report comprises the following statements on pages 40 to 44:

• the summary statement of financial position as at 30 June 2019;

• the summary statement of financial position as at 30 June 2019;

• the summaries of the statement of comprehensive revenue and expense, statement of 
changes in equity and statement of cash flows for the year ended 30 June 2019; and

• the notes to the summary financial statements that include accounting policies and 
other explanatory information.

Opinion 

In our opinion:

• the summary of the annual report represents, fairly and consistently, the information 
regarding the major matters dealt with in the annual report; and

• the summary statements comply with PBE FRS-43: Summary Financial Statements.

Summary of the annual report 

The summary of the annual report does not contain all the disclosures required by 
generally accepted accounting practice in New Zealand. Reading the summary of the 
annual report and the auditor’s report thereon, therefore, is not a substitute for reading 
the full annual report and the auditor’s report thereon. 

The summary of the annual report does not reflect the effects of events that occurred 
subsequent to the date of our auditor’s report on the full annual report. 

The full annual report and our audit report thereon 

We expressed an unmodified audit opinion on the information we audited in the full annual 
report for the year ended 30 June 2019 in our auditor’s report dated 31 October 2019. 

The Board of Trustees’ responsibility for the summary of the annual report 

The Board of Trustees is responsible for preparing the summary of the annual report 
which includes preparing summary statements, in accordance with PBE FRS-43: 
Summary Financial Statements. 

Auditor’s responsibility 

Our responsibility is to express an opinion on whether the summary of the annual report 
represents, fairly and consistently, the information regarding the major matters dealt with 
in the full annual report and whether the summary statements comply with PBE FRS 43: 
Summary Financial Statements. 

Our opinion on the summary of the annual report is based on our procedures, which were 
carried out in accordance with the Auditor-General’s Auditing Standards, which incorporate 
the Professional and Ethical Standards and the International Standards on Auditing (New 
Zealand) issued by the New Zealand Auditing and Assurance Standards Board. 

Other than in our capacity as auditor, we have no relationship with, or interests in the 
Trust. 

Chris Webby 
Audit New Zealand 
On behalf of the Auditor-General 
Palmerston North, New Zealand 
31 October 2019 
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